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Although an important endeavour of scholars of the past couple of 

generations has been to expand our sense of Middle English literature 

beyond the central canonical authors, it is always worth returning to 

Chaucer. As several essays in this attractive collection emphasise, 

Chaucer is not an author who lets us rest in the security of single or final 

answers, and there is always more to be teased out of his entertaining 

and yet complex works. Helen Phillips puts it this way in her 

contribution: ‘His aesthetic of polyphonic and multiple-register writing 

itself accords with a tendency to allow internal oppositions within his 

subject matter to co-exist, often unresolved, in his literary structures’ 

(87). This is not to say that anything goes, but it makes for lively 

scholarly conversations. The volume under review, based on a 2010 

conference, offers a snapshot of several of these conversations. 

The majority of the essays — nine of a total eleven — offer readings 

of one or more of Chaucer’s works or of his poetics more broadly. After a 

short introduction, the collection opens with John Scattergood’s 

characteristically accomplished meditation on the phrase ‘good fellows’ in 

which he weaves together John Clanvowe’s comments on ‘euel companye’ 

or ‘yuel felasshipe’, Clanvowe’s own networks including his Lollard 

connections and his links to Chaucer, and the evil fellowship offered by 

the Devil to the Summoner in The Friar’s Tale. He argues that Chaucer’s 

tale engages with Clanvowe’s writing on how the devil uses social 

enticements to lead men into sin, but Chaucer deepens and complicates 

the message: the Summoner’s failure to repent is central to his eventual 

fate. 
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 Scattergood’s is one of two longer, more intricately developed 

essays that bracket the collection. The majority are short and tightly 

focused. Niamh Pattwell offers the first of two readings of The Prioress’s 

Tale, an unpleasantly sentimental and anti-semitic story whose ability to 

make modern readers uncomfortable perhaps accounts for its 

prominence in criticism. Pattwell emphasises the way that movements 

towards heavenly perfection in the tale are interrupted and pulled back 

to the quotidian and fleshly. The Prioress’s vision is limited and her 

preoccupations are worldly. Tackling another source of readerly 

discomfort, Megan Murton then examines Chaucer’s ‘ethical poetic’ as 

set out in the General Prologue and the Retraction. What are we to think 

when Chaucer labels some of his works ‘worldly vanitees’? Murton 

argues that Chaucer offers moral education through the process of 

engaging with his works; recognising the vanity in them is itself 

educative. Chaucer’s writings ‘edify readers not by providing examples to 

follow, but by training them to recognize folly and sin for what they are, 

and thus better avoid them’ (59). Cliodhna Carney writes intriguingly on 

the ‘secondariness’ of the Wife of Bath and the Clerk, and the way they 

‘reveal/conceal themselves in other people’s words’ (62); she looks in 

particular at the Clerk’s modification of Petrarch, but also his departure 

from Petrarch and from secondariness in the move to lyric at the end of 

his tale.  

 Helen Phillips takes us outside the Canterbury Tales with an essay 

on the image of the daisy in the Legend of Good Women. Phillips relates 

this to sun-god imagery and Richard II’s use of royal badges, using it to 

open up questions about Chaucer’s approach to rulers and literary 

patronage. Kristin Lynn Cole provides an accessible and stimulating 

account of Chaucer’s place within the various metrical practices of 

Middle English poetry. Her chapter is as interesting for its insights into 

the Pearl-poet as its comments on Chaucer. As so often when I read 
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about metrics, I am occasionally puzzled by Cole’s decisions about which 

syllables in quoted passages are stressed and which unstressed, but I 

will be recommending this chapter to students for its deftness in 

expounding a complex topic. Frances McCormack returns us to The 

Prioress’s Tale, making it sound, if anything, even less attractive than 

Niamh Pattwell does. She examines the Prioress’s mode of speech, which 

she finds infantilized and feminized, and shows that her tale threatens to 

corrupt its audience: ‘in attempting to tell an evocative Tale, concealing 

its empty spirituality with ornate rhetoric, she is in danger of leading her 

audience into error’ (120).  

 Charlotte Steenbrugge examines an apparently narrow question, 

the puzzle in The Parliament of Fowls of the assertion that there is eternal 

day in the garden, coupled to its ending with the setting of the sun. 

Steenbrugge suggests such contradictions are not accidental but 

essential to the poem, which persistently links the allegedly eternal 

garden to change and mutability. Chaucer in this poem stresses 

irresolution and undermines the authority of the authorial voices and 

established genres. That part of the collection concludes with Brendan 

O’Connell’s discussion of counterfeit documents in the Boece, The Man of 

Law’s Tale and The Clerk’s Tale. O’Connell stresses that distinguishing 

the false from the true is an ethical as well as an epistemological 

problem. O’Connell’s essay is well placed, echoing the concerns with 

authorship and ethics that have run through many of the earlier essays. 

 In a two-essay coda, the collection turns to modern receptions of 

Chaucer. Malte Urban contributes a theoretically-inflected consideration 

of Chaucer’s ‘digital afterlives’, in particular the Chaucer blog and 

manuscript digitization. He discusses how both of these thrive in the 

physical absence of Chaucer’s own body and of the physical book. There 

is inevitably an evaluative element here that notes what is obscured or 

lost in the turn to virtual texts, but also shows how afterlives are, indeed, 
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a form of life: the digital page is ‘less of a relic of a past time and more of 

a participant in our own cultural moment’ (156). Finally, in another more 

extended chapter, Richard Pearson writes on the Kelmscott Chaucer and 

on Morris’s engagement with the medieval, in particular his philosophy of 

work and craftsmanship. He emphasizes the way design takes over from 

text in the presentation of this magnificent piece of book-art. 

 These chapter-summaries convey, I hope, the variety of the 

collection as well as some of the themes that run through it: Chaucer’s 

engagement with ethical and moral questions and how these can be 

refracted or enacted in literature, the relationship of authors to patrons 

and audiences, Chaucer’s use of sources, the way he can be situated in 

the politics of his day, and his poetic technique. The writers offer slightly 

different positions along a spectrum from emphasising Chaucer’s taste 

for irresolution and ambiguity towards pointing to a more sternly moral 

framework (in particular in relation to the Prioress). Different chapters 

will be of special interest to different readers, but I found the 

contributions of Scattergood, Carney, Phillips, and O’Connell particularly 

rich and deftly executed. 

 The volume is handsomely produced and Pearson’s essay is 

illustrated. There are some small proofing errors, unsurprisingly (for 

example, a missing comma after ‘though’ in the first line of the second 

paragraph of p. 82, which initally misleads the reader as to the syntax of 

the sentence) but I noticed nothing egregious. The bibliography will be a 

useful resource. The editors are to be congratulated in bringing together 

this group of well-written new essays. 
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